The Position of Gälib (1796-1869)
in the History of Urdu and Indo-Persian Poetry
By A* Bausani (Rome)

I
O&lib's Urdu Poetry
The following points I consider already known to my readers: a) Asadiz
'llah Hän Oülib's biography and his position in the external history of Urdu
Literature.1) b) The general background of classical Muslim poetry, with its
stock-in-trade of more or less conventional images and symbols.2) Otherwise, an
introductory study on both those subjects would make this already long paper
too prolix, with the risk, moreover, of repeating well-known facts.
What follows is therefore no more than an analysis of those stylistic peculiarities of 6-alib's poetry, "which make "hfm one of the most significant poets of the·
Indian literature of the "classical" school, and, at the same time, a link between
that school and the modern tendencies; Notwithstanding Grälib's great importance, no European islamist, as far as I know, has studied him and his poetical
style. The reader is kindly requested to bear in mind this "pioneering" position
of mine, and to excuse the shortcomings connected "with the difficulty of such
a task.
The editions of (Sralib's works I have used for this study are:
a) Kulllyat-i Oälib. Lucknow, Nawalkishore, 1925. It contains the Persian
"complete works" of (Sralib, i.e. qiPas (pp. 11—^-53), strophicalpoems (pp. 53—68),
eleven short ma&navls (pp. 69—160), sixty-four qasldas (pp. 161—329), gazalsandrte&a^s (pp. 330—515). (Abbr.: KulUyat)
b) Dlvcin-i Oälib. Berlin edition, printed by the Kaviani Press in 1925 on behalf
of the Muslim University of <Aligarh. It is a very fine pocket-edition^ unfortunately with some typographical defects. (Abbr.: Divan Berlin)
*) The reader is invited to consult, äs an introduction, such reference works:
as the histories of Urdu Literature by R. B. SAKSENA Allahabad, 1927, Urdu
transl., with quotations of original texts (Lucknow, 1952) and T.G. BAYZ.EY (Calcutta, 1932).
2
) For a general introduction see GIBB'S introductory chapters to his History
of the Ottoman Poetry9 London, 1900^-09, and BROWNE'S first pages of the 2nd
vol. of his Literary History of Persia (Cambridge, 1951s). In an article entitled
The Religious Spirit of Muslim Poetry in "Pakistan Quarterly" (Karachi, V, 2;
1955) and also in my introduction to the Poesie di M. IqbcLl (Parma, Guanda,.
1956), in an article on the literary criticism of A. H. Häli (Hall* s Ideas onGazal, in.
"Rypka's Mem. Vol.". Prague, 1956), and in an introductory study on Mrrz&
A. Bedil (Note su Mvrza Bedil) published in the "Annali deiristituto Sup.
TJniversitario di Napoli", N. S., VI, 1957, pp. 163ff. I have anticipated some
ideas expressed in the present paper.
7*
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c) Dlvän-i Oälib. Lucknow, Nawalkishöre, 1952; with short footnotes by Sayyid
Amir Hasan Nurani. At its end there is an appendix containing a selection of
unpublished .Urdu verses of Gälib, in his early style, that "of Bedil and Saukat".
The Poet rejected them afterwards, deeming them not worthy of publication.
(Abbr.: Dlvän Lucknow; Dlvän App.)
d) Intihab-i Cfalib, i.e. a selection of Gälib's Persian and Urdu poems, whose chief
interest lies in the fact that it was prepared by the Author himself, at the command of . H. the nawwäb of Oudh in 1866 (three years before his death). I use
the splendid edition made at the expense of the Ruler of Rämpür by Imtiyäz
<
1 cArsi, forming the n. Ill of a "Series of Publications of the State Library of
Rämpur" (Silsila+e matbü^ät-i kitäbhäna-e riycLsat-i Rä/nrvpür) and published in
Bombay (Matba'a-e Qayyima) in 1942. It contains a good introduction by I.A.
<
Arsi and valuable notes, exclusively taken from Gälib's own explanations scattered here and there in his letters* It is accompanied by a critical apparatus for
the Persian and Urdu texts. (Abbr: Intihab)
' *' '
e) Gälib's well-known collections of letters in Urdu (Ürdü-e mu'ättä arid *Ud-i
Hindi) contain important material for a comprehension, bath literal and spiritual, of his poetry. I use two Lucknow editions of 1941 (Abbr. Urdu; <Ud).
For the transliteration of .Persian I follow the scientific system generally
adopted for the consonants (however j9 not g, for ~); for the vowels I preserve
the Indian pronouneiation, which was that of Gälib himself, i.e. a, i, u, a, l, ü, e,
o,: so banda and not bände, röz and not rüz etc. The wäw-i €atf I transliterate as
-U-. The izafat after *a> *cL9 ±1, -ü is transliterated as -e. One of the chief difficulties
of a consequent transliteration, for Urdu, is the representation of the Arabic
emphatica. A transliteration $ = .L would cause misunderstandings in Urdu, as
identical with the accepted transliteration for &· As the misunderstanding is
practically significant, in Urdu, only in the case of £ (dad being always pronounced
and transliterated as z) I have choosen the practical, if not very consequent, solution of having t as the transliteration for i» and p as that for <£>. £ is therefore
d, but s is , z is J^., is
.

In one of his letters (€Ud pp. 64—66) directed to Chaudhrl cAbdu ^
Gälib himself delineates inrapidbut clear strokes the chief schools of Persian1) poetical style. This letter deserves a quasi-integral translation, as it forms a good introduction -**- in the words of Gälib himself— to a study of his own style of poetry.
*) Concerning poetical style it is rather difficult to distinguish between classical Persian, Urdu and Tuykish poetry. Häli remarked in his Muqaddirna (see my
article mentioned in note 2) p. 99 Jbow much more Unitarian this traditional style is
in comparison with that of the European languages. An Oriental poet, he says, can
compose poetry in a foreign language much more easily than a European» In the
course of this paper I shall call this traditional style "Persian" only by way of
abbreviation.

j
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The letter refers to a long discussion between GJalib and his Master (plr-u-mwrSid)
Sahib cAlam, about the "new style** of such Persian poets of India as Qatil and
Vaqif1) against whom Oälib raises his strongest protests, accusing them even
"of not knowing Persian". "My master Sahib «Alam — Gälib says — is angry
with me because I have said that the poetry of Mumtäz and Ahtar«) is defective
(naqis). In this letter I shall take the liberty of expounding a standard (lit. scales,
mlzan) of poetry, and Hazrat Sahib is kindly requested to weigh the poetry (kalam)
of those gentlemen, i.e. the verses of the Indian Poets from Qatil and Vaqif up
to Bedil and Na§ir cAli3) on these scales. Here is the standard. A group (guroh) of
poets is that which goes from Rudakl and Firdausi up to Häqäni, Sana*!, Anvari
etc. The poetry (kalam) of these personalities, notwithstanding differences of
small account, is based on the same style (vaz*). Then Sacdi was the founder
(mujid) of a special style (tfvrz-i ha§s). Sacdl, Jam!, Hilali:4) such personalities
are not numerous. Figani5) is then the inventor (mubdi*) of another special art
(
-e ha?s) bringing delicate images (hiyalha-e nazuk) and sublime meanings
€
(ma anl-e buland). Perfection in this kind of art was achieved by Zuhuri, NTa^iri,
'TJrf i and Nau'i.6) God be praised! It was as if Life itself were poured into the
mould of Speech! This style was then given the unction of a fluent simplicity
(salasat-ka öarbä, diya) by other poetical natures (sähib&n-i £ab€): Sa'ib, Kalim,
*) Vaqif (d. 1776) of Ba^ala, was a pupil of Ärzü of Agra (d. 1756). He travelled
far and wide in India and was also invited to [Kabul by Ahmad Sah Abdali. He
died in Bahawalpür, where he had taken refuge from the troubles caused by Sikhs
and Marhatas. (See some specimens of his poetry in
. Armugan-i PakKarachi, 1953*, pp. 268—71)> Qatil (d. 1817) wrote both in Urdu and in Persian
(specimens of his poems ibid. pp. 290—91).
. 2) Ahtar (d. 1858) is Qazi Muhammad Sadiq Han Ahtar who lived in Lucknow at the time of the naww&b-ipoGt Vajid €Ali Sah whose taT^allus was also
Ahtar. (It seems that the ruler bought the tahallus from his poet paying him with
rich presents). Ahtar was a pupil of the already mentioned Qatil.
3
) Bedil is the famous Mirza cAbduJl-Qädir Bedil of Patna (1644r— 1721). He
is remarkable not only as a poet and a stylist, but also as a philosopher. His fame
in India, Ottoman Turkey and Central Asia (not however in Persia) is hardly
balanced by equal interest in him on the part of Western Orientalists. The general
opinion is that Gälib followed his style and then abandoned it. We shall see the
limits of such a general statement afterwards. Nasir cAli of Sirhind (d. 1697) was
also a contemporary of Aurangzeb. With him the Indian style reaches extremes
of complicated intellectualism.
4
) Hilali of Astaräbad (put to death as a si*a in 1528/29) is comparatively
less known and less appreciated by Western scholars than the others named before. Also in the East hot all seem to share Galib's high appreciation of him.
5
) The importance of Bäba Figäm of Siräz (d. 1519) in the opinion of Indian
litterateurs is very great: unfortunately we lack the materials to judge him properly, as only some of his poetical productions are easily accessible.
6
) Zuhuri of TtirSiz (d. 1615), 3STazM of Nisäpur (d. 1612-^-13), cUrfi of giraz
(d. 1590—91) and Nauci (coirfcemgporary of the preceeding poets) all lived for more
or less long periods in India and are (with the exception of the great cTJrf ) far
less esteemed in Persia than in their adopted country. All of them are unanimously considered by Indian critics as pupils of Figani.
.
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Salun, Qudsi and Hakim Sifa'i1) are of this circle. The style of RudakI and Firdausi was abandoned at the time SacdL On the other hand, Sa'di'sart being of an
"inaccessible simplicity" (sahl-i mumtani*) it never found large diffusion. Is was
then Figani's style which spread widely, and, in it, new and original refinements
(na*e na?e rang) emerged. Summing up, there are three styles (tarzeq,) in existence:
that of Häqänl and his peers, that of Zuhurl and his followers, that of SS'ib and
his parallels. Now tell me in sincerity, the poetry of Murntaz, A^tar etc., in which
of these styles is it composed ? You no doubt will answer me that they write in
another style, and that we have to consider it as a fourth one. Well, it will be a
style, perhaps even a good one, but not a Persian style: it is Indian. It is a coin,
not however coined in the Royal Mint, but a false coin, be just!"
He then quotes three Persian couplets, the last of which is as follows:

ma-Sau wiunkir ki dar a£*cLr-i In gaum
vara-e 8a*irl clze digar hast
"Do not deny that in the poems of these people (i.e. the real Persian poets)
beyond poetry there is something else."
And he adds: "This 'something else* has been allotted by Destiny to Persians
(parsion: in the linguistic, not in the racial sense of the word). Yes, it is true that
'that something' has been achieved sometimes also by Indians, in Urdu poetry.
For instance in these verses:
ByMirTaqi:2)

badnam hoge, jane bhl do imtihan-ko
rakhegä kaun tum-se €
jän-ko ?
(Metre: a kind of mujtass, w — w — I ±=£— w — / w — w — / —)
"Thou wilt acquire a bad name, better leave aside tests and trials: who would
ever prefer his own life to Thee ?" (In the sense: You—God or the Beloved — do
not need to send trials or proofs of Love, killing or feigning to kill me by your
disdain. By this you will earn no more than the bad fame of being a tyrant, because the fact that all prefer You to their own lives is so evident that it does not
need any proof).3)
x

) Sa'ib of Tabriz (d. 1670) is considered also by an orientalist as Browne a
remarkable poet and the greatest of the Persian muta'ahhirln. Abu Tälib Kalim
of Hamadan (d. 1651) is one of those better known in India (where he lived at
the Mughal Court) than in Iran. Salim of Teheran (d. 1647—48), Qudsi of Mashäd
(d. 1646—7) and Hakim (the "Physician") Sifa'i (d. 1627) aU belong to the
Safavi pleiad. The last one was court physician and boon companion to §ah
c
Abbas the Great.
2
) Mir Taqi Mir of Agra (d. 1810) is considered as one of the greatest Urdu
poets.
3
) Cfr. a similar hyperbole in this verse by Figani (quoted in Sibli N^MANI'S
Si'ru *l-*Ajam. cAHgarh ed.,
vol., p. 30)

ai ki ml-gü'$ 6irä jame ba-jane mi-hart
In suhan ba säqi-e mä gü ki arzän karda-ast
"Oh thou who sayest: Why dost thou buy a Cup with thy Life! Ask this question
to our Saki, who has made this bargain so cheap!" (i.e. to give only one's Life for
a Cup of Wine is too cheap!)

'
j
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Or by Saudä:1)

dikhl&lye leja-ke tujhe Misr-kä, bäz&r
hvähä,iy, nah/in, lekin, ko*$9 , 9 jins- gir&n-kti,
*(Metre : a kind of hazaj :

--

w / w

--

w / w

--

w / w

--

)

* 'Having brought Thee to the market of Egypt, there thou must be displayed (to
be sold) ; but, there, there is no buyer for precious merchandise" (The allusion is
~to the small price paid by the Egyptian merchants for the beautiful Joseph. Implicitly the verse amounts to a hyperbolic praise of the beauty of the Beloved).
Or by Qa'im:2)
aur tujh-se taldb bose-ki kyünkar mänun ?
hai tu nädan, magar itna bhi bad-amoz ndhlri!
«(Metre : ramal. — w

--

/ w w

--

/ w w

--

/ w w —)

*O Qa'im, why should I believe in another request of a kiss from Thee ? Thou
•art, I admit, a simpleton, but non so incapable of learning!" (so incapable of
learning as not to have understood that a second kiss is not requested but taken !)
Or by Momin Han:8)

turn mire pas hote ho, goyä
jab Jcol düsrä, nahlq, hota
<Metre : haflf, — w -- / ^ ·— ^ — / -- )
"It is as if Thou werest with me, whenever nobody else is with me". InNäsih's
-poems less, and in Atis's4) works more, there are such darts and lancets. But at
•this moment no verse of them occurs to my memory."
At first sight these four verses do not say much to our Western taste, with
the exception of the simple and direct verse of Momin. But let us examine them
more accurately. They seem to me to have three common characteristics, a) None
•of them contains formal comparisons (taSbl h) or metaphors. They are, in a way,
'"simple", from the purely lafzl point of view. The statements they contain are
•poetically expressed not through play on images, but rather through play oil
actions or hints. Momin's verse, in particular, does not contain a single Arabic
or persian word: it is all Urdu verbs and particles. The "difficulty" of some of
them is purely conceptual: once the "point" is understood they are, in fact, very
simple. This would explain the comments of Mr. <Arsi (Intihab p. XXXIV) who
«attributes to these verses qualities at first sight not too apparent to western
readers, such as salasat-i alfaz (simplicity of wording) and paklzagl-u-safa*i~e
:rozmarra (purity of idiom), b) All the abpve*quoted couplets consist in dialogues
between the Lover and the Beloved: they have all a "dramatic" element in
-common, c) The conceptual play, the "point" of all them, is a sort of hyperbole,
whose discovery produces a sense of astomshment in the reader. The entire letter
is a good specimen of what GaKb considered a good style in the later stage of his
^development : rejecting the extreme "formalism" of the classical images, and
x

) d. 1780, of Delhi: Famous for his qasldas and satyrical poems.
) Less important than the above mentioned, born in Öandpür, d. in 1795.
3
) Momin Hän is a later poet of-Delhi, d. 1852.
4
) A famous couple of poets of the Lucknow school, often mentioned together: Ätis (d. 1846) is more simple, NasiliL (d. 1838) more refined.
2
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maintaining the sense of "maraviglia" which poets like our Marino considered
the aim of a good verse.1)
But we can now make a further step to understand what oalib considered,
in his later stages of development, true art and true poetical beauty. We are
fortunate enough to possess three different forms of some of Gälib's gazals, i.e.
the disciarded verses, those approved by him for publication in his Divan, and the
shorter form, the buiich of verses selected by himself for his Intihab of 1866. The
printed Divan of Gälib itself is an Intihab, as he states in the well-known Persian
misfa*: dldä am dlvän-i Oälib9intihabe beS nlst! "I have read the Divan of Gälib: it
is no more than an anthology!" There are in fact several verses of his gazals and
qasldas which were rejected by him at the moment of the compilation of his
Divan, especially because he considered them too much imbued with the bedilian
style that had inspired his earlier poetry. A study of the successively discarded
verses, compared 'with those accepted by the poet in the later Intihab will be, I
think, very useful.
We shall begin with an Urdu <7
with radif -pasänd äyä9 which, even in the
form it has in the printed Divan, is typically "bedilian'*:
1. sumär- subha margüb- but-i muSkil-pasand äyä
tamäsä-e ba-yak-kaf-burdan*i*sad-dil pasand äyä
2. ba-faiz- bedill naumedi-e juved äsän hai
kusa*i$-ko hamärä *uqda-e muSkit pasand äyä
3. hava-e sair-i gul a*ina-e be-mihri-e qatil
ki andäz-i ba-hün-galtidan-i-bismil pasand äyä
r

(Divan Lucknow p. 14. Metre, hazaj: v
\

* — y v*/ — -™ — J \^

J \^ —

Translation and commentary:2)
1. "The counting of the rosary's beads has become pleasing for (my) Idol,
who loves difficult exploits — a pleasant show is indeed that of stealing ä hundred
hearts by a single hand!"
The Muslim rosary, subha, is composed, as it is well-known, of one
hundred beads, each of which represents one of the Names of God.
*) In another letter Gralib, criticizing some poems submitted to him for correction, in which the Author had attributed to zulf (tresses) the adjective Sabglr
(travelling by night, before dawn) says that such an adjective is adapted
for a noun like näla (sigh, lament) in the sense of "early morning sigh", but
absolutely unproper for zulf. Zulf can be Sab-rang ("night^coloured") or Sob-gun
(same sense) but never sabglr. (*Ud9 p. 96). This is a good example of what we
called "formalism of the classical poetry", a formalism that the later Gälib
seemed to approve, but that he himself practically more than once has broken.
2) As English is not my mother language, my translations have no poetical
pretensions at all; they are merely a guide to the understanding of the text. To
those not able to read the originate they will sometimes appear as enigmas of the
worst taste, and the poet not a great one. Perhaps oiily a rather free translation
•into a Western hermetic style could do justice to Gälib. An attempt to it is presently done by the writer, in Italian.

j
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Formally the beads are compared to hearts. The heart-stealing Idol
(i.e. the Beloved) is able, in this way, to ravish a hundred hearts with
a single hand. The contrast but-subha ("Idol" against "pious Bosary")
is easily perceivable. Typically bedilian is the use of the substantiate
infinitive ba-yak-kaf-burdan-i-sad-dili the expression being entirely
Persian, it gives an even greater impression of elaborateness in Urdu.
This entire long expression forms the grammatical subject of the verb
ay a I
2. "By the grace of Heartlessness, eternal despair is easy — the Unloosing
likes our difficult Knot!"
Bedill, "heartlessness'% "being-out-of-one's-self", "unconsciousness"
is a quality which makes eternal dispair easy, for the heart, the seat
of perception and conscience, stolen by the Beloved, is no more
there to remind the Poet that he is desperate. In this way the difficult "knot" of the intricate metaphysical situation of the heartless
lover is solved in the easiest way. "The Solution likes difficult knots":
treating the abstract ku$&*iS as a thing or a person capable of feelings
is an expedient that would never have been resorted to by a "classical"
poet and is typically bedilian. Remark, moreover, that kuS&iS, "solution", "unloosing", means also "peace", "relaxment", "tranquillity"
and is also verbally contrasted with the preceding naumedl, "despair".
Another contrast in this verse is that of asan (easy) and muSkil (difficult).
3. "The desire to contemplate the Hose is the mirror of the pitilessness of the
Killer, — who likes the spectacle*) of the butchered bird palpitating in its own
blood!"
We like to go and see the roses blossoming in the garden, but, given
the cruelly short time of the rose's life, our apparently gentle action
is similar to the cruel pleasure of the butcher when looking at a hen
rolling and palpitating in its own blood.2) The red colour of the rose
fallen in the dust after its short life is the exact counterpart of the red
colour of blood: and this is quite in the line of the classical style. Less
so, perhaps, is the comparison hovel -G?ina (desire—mirror): calling the
"desire" a "mirror" is one of those bold innovation of Indian style,
that amount practically to multiplying the expressive possibilities
of the poetical language.
No more than these three are the verses selected by Gälib for his printed
Divan, The original gazal (or, to put it better, the couplets originally meant to
*) andäz is, more literally, "gesture", "fashion", "mood" (also "grace of
gesture").
2) It is perhaps superfluous to remind the reader that this cruel spectacle
is very often seen in Muslim towns or villages, where, according to religious traditions, fowls are ritually killed cutting their throat with a knife while pronouncing
the ritual bismillah (this is why the killed bird is called, bismil).
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:

form part of a gazal in this metre and this radlf) had four more, including the
maqta€9 then rejected by him as being too bedilian. Here they are (Dlvün App.
p. H6).1)

!

€

1. fazä-e handa-e gultang u zauq-i aiS be-pcvrvä,
farägat^gäh-i ügoS- vidci* dil-pasand üyä
2. JwPf jia-ko bahär- fursat- hastl-se ägähl
ba-rang-i lala järn^i-büda-bar-nMTiniil pasand äyä
3. saväd-i-&z$m-i-bismii-intihäb nuqta-cirä?l
hiräm-i näz be*parv€Pl-e-qätil-pasand äyä
4. Asad har ja suhan-ne turra bäg-täza däll
mujhe rang-i bahär-vjddl-e Bedil pasand äyä
1. "The space of the rose's smile is narrow, and bold and fearless is the
pleasure of Joy;
the broad place of leisure of the farewell-embrace was (more) pleasant to (our)
heart!"
In more prosaic and less elaborate words: "The short life of the Rose
is insufficient for the bold fearlessness of our Pleasure; separation was,
then, for us more pleasant than union." The idea that separation is
better than union (metaphysically expressed, that *adam is, in a way,
better, wider in its indefinite possibilities, than hasti) is already in
itself typical of the bedilian philosophy and there are many traces of
it not only in Galib but in Iqbal too.2) Here it is expressed in terms of
space and dimension, contrasting the narrow "space of the rose's
smile" with the ampler farägat-gäh of the farewell-embrace. But the
idea and expressions seem to me quite original and interesting. Why
did the second Galib discard them? Very probably because that
fazä-e handa-e gul tang in which he introduced special dimensions into
a smile was formally too etherodox: it gave to "Smile" (the capital
letter comes here quite naturally) a too great autonomy to create its
own world of adjectives and actions. Formally less unorthodox is the
faragat-gah-i ago$-i vida* that corresponds to it in the second misra*,
and that probably produced, in the mind of the poet, the parallel idea
of giving a dimension to the smile of the rose.3)
x

) Unfortunately the edition I possess reproduces only some of the rejected
verses. This however does not prejudice the general exactness of an eventual
judgement.
2) I think it is a great mistake to judge the development of Eastern (Muslim)
philosophy only by the works of the professional philosophers. The most original
philosophical thoughts of the Muslims are scattered in their theological and poetical works; and even a study of literary taste and its changes could give us a
deeper understanding of some variations in philosophical ideas, quite impossible
to detect in the classical faläsifa, whose works are as fixed a literary genre as any
other.
8
) We must not forget that the traditionalism (fortunately enough, often
only theoretical) of the later Galib brought him so far as to write (c!7cZ pp. 22—23)
".. .anyhow it is known to you (Chaudhri^Abdu '1-Gafur Sarvar)
that unless

}

\
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2. "Whoever is conscious of the Spring of the ephemeral Occasion of Being,
like the Tulip, loves to put at the top of his luggage a red cup of Wine!"
This verse is clear enough and does not require too many comments.
We have only to remind the reader that the "Occasion" (fursat) has
become in the poetry-philosophy of Bedil a sort of terminus technicus.
3. "The play of dots is an outcome of the selection of the pupil of the eye of
the butchered bird;
the graceful Walking has come to love the careless boldness of the Boiler!"

I
|

The nuq ta-arQ?l (play on dots and points) and the hir&m-i naz (the act
of gracefully and proudly walking) are here considered as the outcome
of two objects connected with the well-known leitmotiv bismil-qatil:
the first being connected with the black dot-like pupil of the eye of the
bird, the second with the careless, bold and cruel walking of the
butcher towards his victim. Abstract ideas such as be-parva?l, hircton-i
naz, are, again, felt as concrete things and quasi-personified. But here
we are in the presence of another feature of the "bedilian" style, and
really one of the less agreable ones: that of forming tarklb-igair maynüs (unusual and unfamiliar compounds). So, in the first misra*, intihäb is perhaps considered a second term of a compound whose first
term is the already composite expression savad-i 6a$m-i bismil, and, in
the second, pasand may plays the same role for be-parvcPl-e qatil.*)
I don't see an expression (lafz) or a compound (tarklb) in the works (kala/m) of
great classical (qttdama,) or good moderns (mutcfahhirin) poets such as Sa>ib,
Kalim, Asir and Hazin (all Persians of Iran!) I do not use it in prose or verse..."
This declaration of the most outspoken aesthetical taqlld is partly explained by
the fact that he was speaking there of poetry in Persian, a language, after all,
foreign to him. For the image of the ago£-i vida*, cfr. also these verses of the
Divan:
ägoS-i gul kuSuda bara-e vidcf hai
ai *andalib, öal, ki 6ale din bahtir-ke
(Divan Lucknow p. 95. Metre: muzari*).
<c

The bosom (embrace) of the Rose is open for the Farewell;
for gone are the days of Spring!"

Nightingale, go,

guUan-ko tirl suhbat az-bas-ki ho£ a*l hai
har gunöe-kä gul-honä ägo$-kuSa*l hai
{ibid. p. 94. Metre: hazaj).
4

'The rose garden liked thy company so much, that the Becoming-Rose of every
rosebud is the opening of an embrape!" (Remark the technique of concretization
of the gul-honä, "the act of becoming a Rose").
x

) It would be interesting, but it is here out of place, to study to which extent these kinds ofgair nutfnus tarklben may have been influenced by a substrate
of Indian languages. Cfr. another example in the following verse.
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4. " Asad, wherever the Word made its curls fresh and new as a garden,
the colour of the spring-creativeness of Bedil has been pleasant for me."
The vazn of this verse compels us to read, as we did, suhan-ne (subj.)
turra (obj.) bäg-täza däll hai> and not, as one would have at first been
tempted to read, suhan-ne turra-e bag tdza dalt hai. So we have the
strange and new compound adjective bag-taza: "fresh and new as a
garden, "In the second misra*, that contains an explicit praise of his
master Bedjl, Galib uses anotherbedilian tarklb, and a rather heavy one,·
the abstract 6ahär-ljädi, "spring-creativeness," conceptually, however,
very expressive. Notwithstanding the comparatively great freedom
of the Persian language for the creation of new compound words, this
freedom is to a large extent limited by a certain accepted and established taste. The formation of compounds like bahär Ijadl is an attempt
to create larger liberties also in the lexical field. Its fault was that they
were sometimes constructed rather on a Sanskrit than on a Persian
linguistic pattern.
The study of this poem has been useful, I think, as an introduction to Galib's
bedilism. It is easy to guess that not a single verse of it has been accepted in the
later Intihab. But let us now study later and more accepted Urdu poems of
Galib and see whether, in them too, his style is really so free from bedilism as
many suppose.
The following gazal (metre: ramal), written some time before 1859, was almost entirely accepted into the Intihab of 1866, with the exception of only seven
verses, which we mark here with an asterisk:

sab-kahän kuch läla-u-gul-men numäyän hoga*ln
häk-men kyä, süraten hoqt,gl ki pinhän hogcplij,
"Wherever Forms became manifest in the Tulip and the Rose, how many Forms
will there be, hidden beneath the dust!"
How many mysterious Forms must lie hidden under the earth if those
that come out manifest themselves in the beauty of flowers! The idea
is not in itself a new one and it is already present in some famous
couplets of Hayyäm. Here, however, the use of that surateij, introduces
it in a more philosophical way. It is the abstract surat (form) not the
blood of a king or the mole of a Beauty, that put on the garment of
colours and flowers.

yad thin ham-ko bhl rangärang bazm-ärä?lyän
lekin ab naq$-u-nigär-i tüq-i nisyän hogatln
"I too once remembered many^coloured banquet-adornments, but now they have
become pure decoration on the Arch of Oblivion."
Remark here, first, the abstract plural bazm-ärä*iyän9 "adornments
of banquets;" i.e. the remembrances of merry assemblies in the heart
of the poet, now reduced to pure decoration. The "arch of oblivion"
täq- nisyän is an expression very often employed by Gälib. To quote
only one verse more (Divan Lucknow, p. 15; Intihab, p. 187):
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sit yiSgar hai z hid isqadar jis b g-i rizvan-ka
voh ik guldasta hai ham behudon-ke taq-i nisy&n-k&
<6

That Garden of Paradise, which the Ascetic praises so much, is no more than
a, bunch of flowers on the Arch of Oblivion of us, senseless people*'.
The once living remembrances are now transformed into linear and
cold decoration on an Arch: an image not easily found, perhaps, in
classical poets.
*thln ban tu *n-na€£-i gardun din-ko pcurde-men nih n
Sab-ko un-ke dil-meri kyci δ?ϊ ki €uryan hoga*ln
* 'During the day the 'Daughters of the Bier' (stars of the Constellation of the
Great Bear) were concealed under the veil; at night what befell their hearts that
they appeared naked (to the sight) ?"
This verse has not been accepted into the later Intihab. Probably
G lib felt in it an excess of ^personification" ? (the garment of the
stars, their act of denuding themselves etc.)
qaid-mevi Ya€qub-ne Ιϊ9 go, na Yusuf-kl habar
lekin ftnkhen rauzan-i dlv&r-i zind n
""It seems that Jacob had no news of Joseph in fetters, but (his blind) eyes became the windows in the wall of the prison."
The qur'anic and biblical story of Jacob and Joseph (the prototype of
perfect Beauty) is too known. This verse is one of the numerous allusions — derived from the metaphysical background of later Persian
poetry — to the power of sight (see also below, v. 10). As to the image,
the poetical identification eye-window could seem baroque only to
those who forget the etimology of our "window" itself (vindatiga, "eye
of the -wind"). The eyes of Jacob, though blind, became windows in the
prison-wall of Joseph. The image is perfectly on the line of classical
tradition. Cfr. a similar hint in this other verse of G lib :
na chori hazrat-i YHsuf-ne yon, bhl Τιά/ηα-αταΊ
safedl dlda-e ya€qub^kl phirtl hai zind&n-par
"Even here Joseph did not abandon the adorning of the house: the
whiteness of the eye of Jacob is wandering above the Prison." (Divan
Isucknow p. 39)
* sab raqlbon-se hain nahoS, par zanan-i Misr-se
hai Zulaih hoS9 ki mahv-i mah-i K.in*an hogafln
"All are displeased with rivals, but with the women of Egypt Zulaiha (Potiphar's
wife) is pleased, for they were destroyed by the Moon of Canaan (Joseph)".
The Statement in the first misra€, rather prosaic, and the general idea
expressed in the verse, are not too original.
j -e hwn, ankhon-se bahne do, ki hai Sam-i fir&q
maiy, yeh samjhunga ki £am*en do furozan hogcfln
"Let a river of blood flow down from (my) eyes, for it is the eve of separation! I
shall think as if two candles have been lit."
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A play of colours. The two eyes, flowing (red) tears of blood, are assimilated to two (red) candles burning in the night of farewell.
in parl-züdon-ae lenge huld-men "ha/m intiqäm
qudrat-i haq-se yehl huren agar van hogafln
"I shall take revenge on these fairy-born (maidens) in the Eternal paradise, if,,
by the power of God, they be there transformed into hurl (remark the contrast
parl-fyiiri).
nlnd uskl hai, dimäg uskä hai, raten uakl hain
terl zulfen jis-ke bäzü-par pareSän hoga?lri
c<
Sleep, Brain, Nights, all are possessed by the one, on whose arm thy tresses lie
dishevelled."
Sleep and brain, because the tresses are pareSän, dishevelled, dispersed^
like the sleep aiid the senses of the Lover. The nights, because the
tresses are black as night. In a sense, the novelty of the image consists,
in the intermingling, without a clear distinction, of details of thing»
formally comparable to pareSanl. So sleep is connected both with the^
tresses as veils and with their pareSänl, dimäg especially with the>
pareSanl, nights especially with blackness, but also probable with
(nights dispersed, ruined etc.).
* maiiy, 6aman-men kya, gay a goya ddbistan khul-gaya
bulbulen, sunkar mire näle, gazal-hPan hoga*ln
"When I went to the meadow it was äs if a School had been opened, and the·
nightingales, hearing my laments, have began to sing gazals."
The nightingales are the poet's pupils in singing gazals, as if the meadow were a school. The husn^i ta'lll is not too original.
* voh nigähen kyün hü*l JGtä hain, yä Rab, dil-ke pär
jo miri kütahl-e qismat-se muZgän hoga*$n ?
"Those glances that, because of the shortness of my Fortune, became eye -lashes,,
why,
Lord, are they piercing my heart ?"
Shortness of Fortune means bad luck: "shortness" of fortune has.
transformed the amorous glances of the Beloved into piercing eye-lashes»
But why, if the eye-lashes are so short, did they succeed in passing
through my heart ? A double poetical play, based chiefly on the formal
similarity of the nigah, "glance", with something long and piercing,
here concretised, as it were* in the eye-lashes, elsewhere also directly
compared with threads etc. (cfr. here below p. 117) The nigähen are elsewhere iii Galib's Divan compared with ähen (sighs) because both arefelt as thread4ike. For instance in this beautiful isolated verse (Divan
p. 53; Intihab, p. 223).
mat mardumak-i dlde-meiy, samjho yeh nigähen
hain jam* suvaida-e dil^i <$a$m-meiy,
*) A propos of this- verse an interesting remark occurs to me, in order toclarify further the difference between Western and Persian poetical taste. An.
image of this sort: "do not consider what you see in my eyes as glances, no, they
are all the sighs of my heart collected there!'* appeals also strongly to us. But if
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"Do not consider these as glances in my pupils; they are sighs collected
together in the innermost core of the heart of the Bye!"
bos-ki rokd maity-ne, aur sine-men ubhrlij, pai-ba-pai
merl ähen bahya-e öak-i giriban hogcflrt,
* 'Notwithstanding my efforts to stop them, they grew more and more in my
breast one after another. . .my sighs, became the sewing of my torn collar!"
All acquainted with Persian poetry know the öäk-i girlban, one of the
most frequent (and for Westerners least translatable) leit-motifs of
Persian classical style : the rending of the collar in dispair etc. Bahya
means "stitching," "sewing", "suture"; in Persian idioms, strangely
enough, an expression as bahya bar rü-e kür uftäd means "the secret
-was divulged," in the sense, perhaps, that "the stitching on its laceration is too clearly visible." In the commentary to the preceeding verse
we saw how ah (the sigh) is felt as something thread-like. Here we see
the metapher directly applied: sighs become the thread sewing very
visibly the rift of the garment torn in dispair, then revealing the state
of mind of the poet to others, notwithstanding his efforts to stop his
ah's. The play of images, in its extreme formal parallelism of details,
is perfect for the oriental taste, especially after the experiences of
Bedil and the Indian school: such an elaborate identification "sighthread" would have been probably less acceptable to a Häfiz or a
Sa'di.

* van gay a bhl maiij, to un-kl gäKoy-ka kyä, javab ?
y&d ih/in jitnl du*a?eiy, goycl· §arf-i darban
* even went there, but how could I answer to her abuses ? All the invocations I
remembered were spent, as it were, for the porter!"
we consider more deeply the cause of otir first instinctive pleasure at this image*
we shall see that it is quite different. The Eastern literary taste sees its beauty
especially in the formal visual elegance of comparing two objects equally filiform
and piercing; and, moreover in the refined identification of the black pupil of the
eye with another traditional concept, that of the suvaida-e qalb, the black point
in the innermost depth of the heart, formally very aptly connected—both through
its blackness and through its smallness -— -with a pupil. Lacking, as we do, all those
images in our poetical tradition we feel the beauty of the image from another,
purely emotional and dynamic angle; our first comment would probably be that
the glances potentially hidden in the eye are ä crowd of sighs urging to express
themselves through the eyes (eventually with tears etc.). But if we retranslate
our emotional translation for an Oriental (I speak of course of a theoretical Oriental of the traditional school) probably he would find the aesthetical expression
at least partly spoiled and misunderstood. This is another proof of how purely
casual is the liking of our Western public for Eastern art, and how that liking
can be sometimes based on a (fortunate) misunderstanding. This implies also the
problem, of translation of the products of a given poetical tradition into another;
practically I feel that an able translator is quite justified in utilizing for the sake
of Art such happy misunderstandings.

A. Bausani
The motif: abuse of the Beloved — Porter is -well known, here, moreover, gall (abuse) is contrasted with du€& (invocation).

* jan-fazä, hai bäda jis-ke hath-meij, jam a^
sab laklren hath-kl goya rag-i fan
"Soul refreshing is the Wine, and the lines of the palm of the One in whose hands
the Cup came, are transformed, as it were, into Life-Veins."
The lines of the hand of the cup-bearer are seen as veins, Life veins
(arteries) in the same sense as Wine is Life or soul-refreshing. The red
wine is often compared with blood. The ensemble is not however so
perfect, in the balanced parallelism of details, äs some others of Gälib.
The identification lines-of-the-hand: Life-veins seemed perhaps too
far-fetched formally to the neo -classicism öf Gälib, especially because
the blood is, in the veins, flowing through them, whereas in the case of
the Wine^image the wine is in the cup held by the veined hands of the
cupbearer.

ham muvahhid hain9 hamärä keS hai iark-i ru$um
mittäten jab mit-ga*in ajza-e Iman hogafln
"We are Unitarians, our religion is to abandon (man-made) traditions; when the
(old religious) communities were effaced, they became portions of the (one) Faith"
With mittat the religious community is meant, here especially the
older ones, destroyed by the wrath of God for not accepting the new
Prophets. Here* I think, the expression ajzci-e Iman is formally re«
markable, Faith being considered äs something concretely divisible
into portions, juz*.

ranj-se hugar hu*& insan, to mit-jätä, hai ranj
muSkilen mujh-par pawn itnl, ki äsän hoga*$n
"When man gets accustomed to grief, grief itself disappears; so great difficulties.
befell me that they became easy*"
The verse is easily understandable and not extremely original, based
as it is chiefly on the contrast mu$kil-äsän (difficult-easy).

* yun-hl gar rota raha Oalib, to ai ahl-i jahan,
dekhnä in bastion-ko turn ki vlran hoga*ln
"If Gälib is weeping thus, as if for nothing, peoples of the World, look at these
(once flourishing) towns, how they were destroyed!"
Under the apparent simplicity of the expression lies, if I am not
mistaken, a double poetical play : 1. do not reproach Gälib j if he seems
to weep thus (yuty-hi, "as by chance", "as for nothing") for he weeps
for the destructions wrought by Destiny in this World. 2. The quantity of the tears abundantly flowing from. Gälib's eyes is not for
nothing, look at how many towns were destroyed by them as by a
torrent or aflood!
It cannot be denied, in my opinion, that much of the best of Bedilism is
preserved even in a poem like this, accepted for a great part into the later
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Intihäb of Oälib. The poem quoted above is a good example of the average quality
of ÖÄlib's gazals, where his former tendencies, corrected and perfected, still play
•a significant role.1)
Lack of space prevents further quotations of entire gazals. As, however, the
real unit in Persian poetry is rather the bait, I hope that I will be allowed to
quote some further remarkable verses of the Urdu
, through which a better
understanding of Gälib's style can be obtained. After each verse we shall give the
pages of the Lucknow Divan and, if it is the case, of the Intifiab.
ägahl dam-i Sunldan jisqadar cähe bi$ha?e
mudda€a €anq& hoi apne *alam-i taqrvr-kd,
<p. 11. Metre: ramal).
"Let Conscience spread, so wide as it wishes, the net of Hearing, the (inner)
Sense is the Phoenix of its own world of expression."
This verse could be considered, in a sense, as the manifesto of a certain stage of Grälib's art. To understand it, another couplet ought to be
remembered (p. 71).
-u-numd, Tiai asl-se, Galib, furu*-ko
hamo§l-Jil-se nikle hai jo bat öähl'e
"Every growth happens from a Root into different Branches: the
Word we want must germinate from Silence".
The deep meaningful Word, the real "meaning" or "purpose", the
mudda'a, lies in a zone that can metaphysically be styled as €adam,
"Non-Existence" or "silence". The Phoenix is a legendary, "non-existing" Bird, then it lives in Non-Existence. The play of personifica^·
tions is here extremely abstract. The cLgahl (Conscience) is a Hüüiter
who spreads his net to catch the unseizable bird of Meaning orPurpose.
The net is the Hearing, a Persian substantivated infinitive, Sunldan:
nothing can formally suggest a taSblh Hearing-Net, the assimilation is
purely creative. Conscience, Hearing, Meaning are three abstract con.
cepts objectivized poetically into Hunter^ Net, Bird-.
For the ^Angtö-Nbn-Existence motif see also these verses of the Divan:
mirl hastl fazä-e hairat-dbäd-i tamannä, hai
jise kahte haiq, ncila voh usl *älam-kä €Anq& hai .
{p. 76. Metre: hazaj).
.
*-My existence is the space of the Realm of Stupor called Hope: whq,t they call
Sigh, is the Phoenix öfthat world."
This is another interesting variant of the poetical use of the term "space"
(see above p. 106). Hope, or Desire, is a Realm, a town, äbäd: a towii
of stupor^ because it is the space of the not-yet, and its üihabitants
are non-existent things, therefore cause of asto^iislunent. The flying
Sigh is the Phoenix oftibBana-kujcL-abad)?)The eleineiit of flying (in
1) Qalib -wrote in a letter (Urdu p. 368) that a friend' which possessed some
of his scattered productions sent him this gazal for the Dvvcbn.
·.
2
) This suhrawardian expression comes here quite naturally. See also.this
misra* of Galib (among those not included in tjie printed Divan, Divan
8
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sigh and Phoenix) is probably the only common formal element of the
.simile; or, the Sigh, Like a Phoenix, exists but is not visible (is.
repressed).

main €adam-se bhl pare hüq,, va/rna9 gäfil, bärha
merl äh-i ätiSln-se bäl-i €Anqä jal-gaya
(p. 12; 186. Metre: ramal).
* am even beyond Non-Existence: otherwise, o thou careless one, the wing of
the Phoenix would have been set aflame more than once by my fiery sigh!"
Differently from those other two cAnqa-verses, this has been accepted,
by Gälib iiito his later Intihäb. In it, actually, the crescendo he liked,
so much reaches its maximum, and at the same time the parallelism
of formal details is well preserved. The hyperbolical effect of the Sigh,,
operating even in the field of Noii-Existence, is well expressed by the
hyperbole of the blaming of the wing of the (non-existing) Phoenix t
but even this stage is passed over, €adcvm-se pare, towards a further third
stage of absolute interior Nihil.
The apparent world is pure non-existence. To express this concept, common to·
every mystical school, in the following verse the *Anqa gives place to another
hyperbolical symbol of non-öxistence, the (extremely subtle) kamar (waist) of the
Beloved:

$ahid-i hastl-e mutlaq-ki kamar hai 'atom
log kahte hain Tci hai, par hamen manzür ndhln

(p. 56; 227. Metre: Bamal).
"The world is the waist ofthat Beloved called Absolute Being'; people say "it
exists", but it is not apparent to us!"
A philosophical or theological concept such as Absolute Being is per»
sonified in a beautiful Woinan, whose waist, according to the canon
of beauty accepted by Persian taste, is very slender, hyperbolically
speaking, non-existent. Absolute Being is the only real Existence, this,
world is no more than a geometrical point in her body, where itsdimensions become evanescent, a Nothing!
In the geometrical play of concepts, very frequent in Gälib, there is, among other
images, that of the circle, often materialized into the halqa, ring or loop of a chain
or of a net.

bas-ki huty, Öälib, aslrl-men bhl ati$-zer-i-p€L
mü?e ättäidida hai Jialqa mirl zanjlr-ka

(p. 11; 185. Metre: ramal).
"O Galib, I am, though emprispned, so restless and agitated (lit. with fire under
iny feet) that the loop of my chain is a hair that has experienced Fire."
p. 127) mairf, €andaUb-iguUan-i nft-afarida huti "I am the nightingale of a not yet
created Garden (or, more platonically, "of an uncreated garden"). The iSräql and
ismtiflU (in a word "gnostid") philosophical legacy is playing a great part in such
a poetical style, in my opinion.
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The poetical identification chain-link-hair is rather far-fetched, I
would say tendencially bedilian, the verse was however accepted also
in the Intihtib. The connecting link between the two objects is, rather
than their form, the superadded idea of "Fire under the fettered feet/*
i.e. the idea of the prisoner anxiously striving for action.
Here is a similar concept:
mani €-i daSt-navardl ko*l tadblr nahliy,
ik öaklcar hai mire paoty-meiy,, zanjw nahln
(p. 52, 223. Metre: ramal).
"There is no deliberation (of others) that can hinder me from wandering in deserts and plains: what you see at my foot is a wheel, not a chain!"
The loop of the chain is here a wheel. Formally the image is perfectly
justified, and this verse, included in the Intihab, is often quoted as
one among the most beautiful of Gälib, as one in which the Poet makes
use of classical stylistic instruments to construct "modern" expressions (sense of activity, motion etc.). What renders it rather ridiculous
to a Westerner is the fact that he catches the entire vision of the scene
in motion, and the idea of a man who runs about on a single wheel as
on a skate is not made to excite his aesthetical admiration. For the
Easterner this has less importance: what he appreciates is the novelty
of the aetiology, the perfect parallelism of forms, on a static, verbal
plane.
So, again, the circular orb of the cosmos is a halqa of a net:

hasti-ke mat fareb-men ä-jä?zö9 Asad

*alwm tamam halqa-e dam-i hiyal hai

(p. 76, 246. Metre: moz&ri€).
"Do not be deceived by Existence, o Asad: the entire world is no more than a
loop in the net of Imagination."
Here the halqa contains the triple implication of "circularity," "emptiness" (vacuity) and "deception."
Great importance is given to the linear image, which assumes many aspects:
thread, glance, sigh, rod, road, path etc. We saw already some instances of the
sigh-glance-thread type. Here are some other:
dil guzargah-i hiyul-i mai-u-sugcvr hi sahl
gar nafas jadda^e sar^manzil^i taqvci, na hu'ä,
(p. 14. Metre: rcvmal)*
"The heart could well have been a thoroughfare of images of Wine and Cups, if
the Sigh had not been the Path to the station of Abstinence" (The sigh is here
compared to a Road).
nazar-meiy, hai hcwnäw jüdda-e r&h-i fana, Gr&lib,
ki yeh Slr&za hai *&lcMn-ke ajzft-e pareS&n-kci
(p. 15. Metre: hazaj).
"In our glance, o Grälib, there is the path leading to Annihilation, for this is
the Sewing of the dispersed parts (fascicles) of the world".
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The line of the nazar is here both a path and a suture or sewing thread
(Slraza, specially said of bookbinding) of the dispersed (pareSan, both
"scattered" and *'distressed5') juz> ("parts" or "fascicles") of the world.
The räh-i fand is the only thread connecting together, and giving a
tinitarian meaning to the otherwise untmderstandable world. A rather
original thought.

The path (jädda) is here a symbol of activity, as very often in Gälib1) and in his
imitators, and, before him, in Bedil and other poets of the Indian school:
yak zarra-e zamln nahln bekär bäg-kä
yän jädda bhl fatlla hai läle-ke däg-kä
(p. 26. Metre: muzäri*).
"Not even a single atom of dust is inactive in the Garden; also the minute veining of the membrane (fatlla) of the Tulip's scar is a Path."
Once again remark the abstract intellectuality of this taSblh. Gälib,
Bedil and others of this kind, often introduce as elements of their
taSblhs very minute objects (here the fatlla; see below "the ant's egg!")
that convey the idea on a pure verbal and symbolical plane, not as
part of a realistically conceived image. The Path assumes here —compared as it is to an almost invisible line — a marginal signification
of almost pure "Motion."

Sauq i4S*da$t*men daurd?e hai mujh-ko ki jahän
jädda gair az nigah-i dida-e tasvlr nahln
(p. 52. Metre: ramal).
"Desire made me run far away into a Desert, where there is no Path save the
glance of the Eye of an Image."
In this remarkable couplet the desert is the Absolute Desert of Majnun where passion (Sauq) impels the poet to run about. In order to
express poetically the metaphysicity and pathlessness of this desert,
the Poet uses the system, by him most admired, of exaggeration: the
only Path in it is the extremely subtle line departing, as a look or
glance, from the eye of the Image of Absolute Beauty.
Further original treatment of the line-thread motif:

riahliy, hai zahm ko*l bafyye-ke darhor mire tan-men
hü*ä fiai tär*i a§k-i yäs rista SaSm-i süzan-men
(p. 62; 233. Metre: hazaj).
"In my body there is no Wound capable of being Sutured: the thread has
become a twine of desperate tears in the eye of the needle".
The elements of this play are the Wound, the Sewing Thread,
the Tears, the Eye (of the Needle). The eye of the Needle is connected
with Tears (Wates). The expression tär-i a$k-i yOs (thread of tears of
despair) is rather .bold and worthy of Bedil or of some modern herx

) Cfr. the splendid Persian qaslda of Gälib with radif -blnand (Kulllyät
p. 235) jädda öü nabz-i tapän dar tan-i sahrä blnand "(people who) see the Path
as a pulsating vein in the body of Desert."
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metic poet. YOa (desperation) in the eye of the needle hints at thd
impossibility of suturing the innumerable and grave wounds in the
poet's body.
nikohiS m&ni'-i berabtl-e &or-i junun a*l
hü9a hai handa-i ahbab bahya jeb-u-daman-men
(p. 62. Metre: hazaj).
' 'Blame has come to be an impediment to the disordered tumult of Folly; the
laughter of the Friends has been a suture in my torn garment!"
We saw above that the Persian idiom "sewing on a garment" means
revealing a secret. The torn garment is a symbol of Love-Madness,
especially in the well known motif of the öäk-i girlban ("rending the
collar," see following verse). Here, by a bold formal leap, the suture,
bahya, is identified with the laughter of the reproaching friends at the
mad poet; the laughter, like a sewing on a garment, reveals the secret
of the poet's folly.
This brings us to the time-worn image of the oak-i girlban. See the intellectual
way in which this image is treated in this verse:
oak-kl hvahiS agar vahSat ba-*uryanl kare
subhJce mOnind zahm-i dil girlbanl Icare
(p. 97; 271. Metre: ramal).
"If the Wilderness of Despair will express, notwithstanding its nudity, the desire
of 'Rending/ the Wound in the Heart will propose itself as 'Collar' like unto the
Dawn!"
VahSat (the wilderness of love-folly), Oak (the traditional rending or
tearing), €Uryanl (nudity, as that of Majnün in the desert)9Girlbanl (abstract Persian word derived from girlban9 "collar," "acting as a collar")
move in a rarefied atmosphere of abstraction. The Folly of Love is naked
(as Majnün in the desert: vahSat means also "desert"): therefore, how;
can it tear its collar or its garment in despair ? This logical impossible
lity is remedied by the zahm-i dil (heart's wound) having the form of si
rent collar. The further introduction of the Dawn into the play (the
break of the Dawn is an image that has become an idiom in our European languages; in Eastern imagery the Dawn tears its collar and the
sun appears) adds a sort of unexpectedness to the scene. Remark,
again; how much attention the oriental poet devotes to the "logical"
(if fantastic) connection of all the details. The öak-i girlban is felt as a
purely abstract instrument to convey "ideas" also in other verses of
©alib. (Cfr. Divan Isucnow p. 36): 6ak hota hai girlban-se judä mere ba€d
"after me (my death) the oak (rending) will be for ever separated from,
the girlban (collar) (Le* nobody after me will be capable of a real Love*
Folly!) After all this is the only way of using in a "new" way the old
heritage of images, for one who does not want to reject the system
totally!
Here is a treatment of the "drop of blood" image:
vadfat-hana-e bedad-i kavi£ha-e muzgan
nigln-i nam-i Sahid hai mir a har qatra hun tan-mew
(p. 62; 233. Metre: hazaj).
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* am the depository of the tyranny of the piercings of the eyelashes; in my body
every drop of blood is a seal-ring with the name of the Beloved!"1)
The formal equilibrium of the classical style is here perfectly preserved
in the second misra*, whereas, in the first, the assimilation of the
Poet's body to. a depository of tyrannical eyelash-piercings would
seem unbalanced and too original to a classical poet.
The blood image brings us to the
-blood taSblh; the following three verses
show a crescendo of abstractness in treating this image:
dil-se mitna tirl angu&t+i hinncPl-kci hiyäl
ho-gayä goSt-se nähun-kä juda hojänä
(p. 32; 206. Metre: ramal).
f cTo cancel from the heart the image of thy finger red with hinna, had become
the same as the separation of the nail from the flesh."
The verse, for those who know the old motif of the hinnä^blood is sufficiently clear*
hun hai dil häk-men ahväl-i butän-par ya*ne
un-kä nähun hü*e muhtäjri hinnä mere ba*d
(p. 36; 209. Metre: ramal).
"Even under the dust, my heart will bleed for the state of the beautiful idols,
that is, their nails, after my departure, will be sorely in need of hirinä!"
After my death they will have no heart to scratch with their fingers,
and for this will iny heart bleed even in the toinb!
And, at last, the hinnä-motif receives a hyperbolical, quasi-metaphysical treatment in a verse like this:
hinnä-e pä-e hazän Thai bahar, agw hai yehl,
daväm kulfat-i hätir hai *ai$-i dunyä-ka
(p. 24. Metre: nvujtass). .
"Spring is the (red) Tiinnci on the foot of Autumn; if it is so, a continuity of
worldy pleasure would amount to a trouble for the soul".
In the second misrtif, if we read €ai$-i dunya-ka and connect it with
daväm (*ai$-i dunyä-kä daväm) we obtain the translation given above.
Equally justified would be cais dunya-ka (dunyä-kä *ai$); in this case
daväm gets an adverbial sense (continuously): "The pleasure of the
world would be incessantly a trouble for the soul". Kulfat, besides
"trouble," can also signify a "red blackish colour" (similar to that of
hinnä). The meaning of the entire verse seems to be: the Spring is no
more than an ornament (but in blood-colour) of Autumn. A permanence of worldly pleasure (identified with Spring) would thus amount
to a permanence of the reddish colour of pre-autumnal hinna9 i.e. to a
trouble for the soul. Remark the personification of Autumn as a being
having feet (rather uncommon in classical style and, in a sense, bedilian).
1

) Cfr. this verse in*Galib's Persian masnavl Abr-i guhar-bär ("The pearlraining cloud").

buvqd näm-i päk-aS zi bos dil-niSm
taräSand päkän-a£ az dil nigln (Kulllyat p. 112).
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A comparatively rare motif, that of the (more or less "cosmic") egg1) finds
these expressions in Galib'e poetical world:
nala sarmaya-e yak €afam u €älam kaf- hak
asman baiza-e qumrl nazar atü hai mujhe
•(p. 107. Metre: ramal).
*"The sigh is the capital of a world, and the World is a handful of dust. The sky
•appears to my sight as the egg of a turtle dove."
Qunvrl, the turtle, is elsewhere compared by Gälib to a handful of
ashes, due to its grey colour. The sky, by its form, reminds us of an
egg, egg of a turtle, because what is inside the egg, the €alam (world)
is, like a turtle, a kaf-i hak, a handful of dust. And what remains of all
this is a Sigh, or Lament.2)
ky& tang ham sitcvtn-zadagän-ka jahän hai
jis-men ki ek baiza-e rn/ür asman hai
<p. 73; 244. Metre: muzari').
<c

How narrow is the -world of us oppressed ones, a world whose sky is an ant's
<egg!"
The ant is not selected at random. It serves two purposes; it hints at
smallness on one hand, on the other it is a symbol of the sitamzada the
"oppressed by tyranny" (see Qur'än XXVII, 18). Remark again the
purely verbal and mental significance of the ant-image. The poet does
not create an autonomously living picture, (which in a sense would be
— in the Islamic Weltanschauung — a heresy) but rather suggests a
thought. His images are more similar to the calligraphic sentences of
the Qur'än in a mosque than to a painting.
Sere the egg symbol is employed in a rather unusual way:
baiza-äsä nang-i-bäl-u-par hai yeh kunj-i qafas
az-scvr-i-nau zindagl ho gar raha, ho-ja*lye
«(p. 108. Metre: ramal).
x

) A curious egg-image is already in J. Rumi's Divan (cfr. NICHOLSON Selected poems from the DlvCLn-i Shamsi Tabriz, Cambridge 1898 notes, p. 221) and
in Bäbä Kühl of SirSz (Cfr. BERTEHS : Kosmi&eskie mify v gazeli Babä Kuhi in
*ct>okl. Ross. Ak. Nauk" 1925, B; p. 43ff.).
2) This helps to explain a verse of Galib (Divan Lucknow, p. Ill) which
Iqbal quoted in his Jäved-Näma (see my Italian translation II Poema Celeste
Homa, 1952 p. 114) among all the verses of his Urdu Divan as ä specimen of his
"difficult" poetry
qumrl kaf-i hakistar u bulbul qafas-i zang (var. rang)
ai nala, ni£&n-<i jigar-i sohta kyd hai ?
cc
The turtle is a handful of ashes and the nightingale is a cage of rust (var. "of
•colour"); Sigh! What is then the symbol of the Burnt Heart ?" That is, Turtle
and Nightingale (being the first no more than a heap of dust and the second a
mass of rust) cannot be the real symbols of Man's passionate and weeping heart;
who then (if not Thou, Sigh) is this symbol ?
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"Like unto an egg, this vault of the cage is a shame1) for Feathers and Wings:
may I find a new life when freed from it I"
The cage being identified with an egg, the coming out of the cage is
identical to a renewed life, as in the case of the new born chicken.
Many of the verses quoted above showed us repeated attempts of the Poet to
break, in a way, the traditional stylistic pattern, without however the slightest
idea of abandoning it. Of this difficult condition Gälib himself — like his great
predecessor Bedil — was clearly conscious. lie feels that his poetic world cannot
be contained in the narrow space of traditional aesthetical technique:
ba-qadr-i $auq nahln zarf-i tangna-e gazal
TcuSh aur cahlye wus*at mire bayan-ke ll*e
(p. 113. Metre: mujtass).
"The narrow vessel of the gazal does not correspond to the force of Passion: I need
more vastity to express myself!"
And similarly:
*
gila hai Sauq -ko dil-men bhi tangl-e jä-Tcä
guhcvr*men mahv fwPä, iztirab dcvryfaka,
(p. 24. Metre: hazaj).
"Even in the heart Passion complains for narrowness of place; the restlessness
of the Ocean has been annihilated in a Pearl!5' Here not only the gazal is too
narrow but also the Poet's heart; the sense of the narrowness of aesthetical
means has its metaphysical counterpart iii the narrowness of Being. This feeling,
and the expression itself, are typically bedilian; the reader is invited to read the
good poein of the Poet of Patna with the radlf na-mi-gunjam, published in one
of my above-mentioned articles (see note 2, p. 99).
After the examination of the Urdu divan of Gälib we can safely conclude that
the often expressed judgement that Gälib yra,s first a Bedilian and then he
"abandoned" his old style is only very partly true and in any case too simplist.
I think that Gälib's critics were misled, in formulating such a judgement, by the
repeated statements of the Author himself on his change in style and by his
bitter criticism of Bedilism. They forgot that Gälib was concerned chiefly and
specially, when he made such declarations, with Persian poetry arid literature
and Persian poetry and literature of India, and not so much with Urdu poetry.
Moreover, "what Gälib more strongly criticized in Indian (Persian writing) Bedilists is the grammatical and lexical incorrectness and the
-iranicity of their
style. He is rarely concerned, in that criticism, with TJrdu.2) Thus the common
opinion on the radical "change" of style of Gälib is far more correct for his Persian productions than for his Urdu poems; the former are much more simple and
fluent and direct than the latter. This fact is strange enough, if we think that
Persian was not his mother-language.
*) Being inside the egg is considered as a shame also in Rumi's verse mentioned above (the chicken in it is haq$r-u-mu,stahan).
2
) He often invites his critics to be concerned with his Persian rather than
with his TJrdu poetry:
farsl bin ta, bi-blnl naqSha^e rang-rang
bi-guz&r az majmü€a-e urdü, ki be-rang-i man-ast (KulUyütp. 14).
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By this, of course, we do not want to say that &&lib's Urdu divan is bedilian.
Even in his Urdu Divan there are poems of remarkable simplicity and straightforwardness of expression. The following fragment (quoted often in contemporary anthologies of good Urdu poetry) is a specimen of what Gälib succeeded in
producing when he wanted to be "simple'*:
rahVe ab aisl jag ah oalkcvr jah&n ko*l na ho
ham-suhan ko*l na ho aur ham-zabän ko'l na ho
be-dar-u-dlvär-sä ik gha/r banüyft 6ahl*e
ko*l hamsaya na ho aur pOsban ko*l na ho
parlye gar bemar to ko*l na ho bemar-dar (var. ttmür-där)
aur agar mar-jffe to nauha-hvän ko*l na ho
(p. 70; Metre: rajaz)*
"I should now rest in such a place where is nobody's abode
where nobody speaks with me, and nobody knows my language.
I should build such a house where no door or walls may be seen
where I have no neighbour, and no porter or guardian
And if I fall ill, nobody be my attendant
and if I come to die, nobody -wail over me."
This apparently simple poem does not lack, however, some subtleness of
image. In the second couplet, for instance, we have to remark the perfect parallelism between the rather strange expression be-dcw-u-dlvar (without doors nor
walls) on one hand and ham-süya ("neighbour," but literally "shadow-mate/'
living under the same shadow) and päsbän (guardian, doorkeeper) on the other.
The first (hcvms&ya) refers to the lack of shadow in a house without walls, the
second to the absence of a doorkeeper in a house without any door.
The "narrowness of space" prevents us from quoting more examples of this
simpler Gälib,1) who is not however in contrast with the difficult one, simplicity
being sometimes, for this sort of poets (cfr. in our Europe, the Spanish Gongora)
a supreme form, of refinement.?)
*) So for instance the poem beginning:
koyl din gar zindaganl aur hai
apne jl-men ha/m,-ne thänl aur hai
(Divan Lucknow p. 82; Intihab, p. 257) etc. Concerning this poem Gälib himself
wrote: "There is no difficulty here. Such the lafz, such the mcfna" (Intihab p. 330
note 257; 1). Remarkable for the direct expression of emotion is also the gazal
beginning:

ko*l urwmed bo/r nahly, ati
ko*l sürat nazar naMn atl (Divan Luoknow, p. 82; Intihab, p. 257).
2
) Besides, the poetical discontinuity is an element of true and instinctive
poetry, where both the popular and the extremely refined meet. In the collection
of Afghan folksongs by Parmesteter one finds sometimes expressions strangely
similar to those of the most refined Bedilists (e.g. the "bazar of black tresses" by
the mad bard of Pakli, pp. 168ff.).It would be interesting to study how much and
in what measure mutual influences between "bedilism" (very widely spread in
Afghanistan and India even among the illiterate) and popular poetry interact.
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When, in Gälib, these two tendencies, the one towards simple and direct
simplicity, and the other towards extreme refinement as a means of breaking
the iron chain of classical style, combine together* really great poetry appears·
This is the case, for instance, of the very powerful gazal whose matla* is:
liar qadam duri-e manzil hai num&y&n mujh-se
merl raftär-se bhage hai biyäban mujh-se (p. 96; 269)
where the concomitance of all the images towards the central idea of the Burning
Poet in front of which all the rubbish of commop. life flees in fear of being burnt,
the modernity of the concepts (the deserts that run away from the poet, the
Station always inaccessible and far etc.) the refinement of the images, all combine
to form one the finest expressions of Gälib poetical genius.

Summing up, Gälib could and ought to be considered as one who perfected
Indian style and Bedilism rather than as one who abandoned it to choose a hypo*
thetical "new style." But in which sense did Cralib bring to perfection this style ?
This happened, I would say, in two directions. On one hand be deepened the
elements of dynamic psychologism already present on the Indian style, where
the description of psychological states is very subtle and sophisticated but
scarcely organic:
man an Sauq-am Jci hud-ra dar gubar-i h°l$ ml-juyam
rahe dar jeb-i manzil Tcarda^am Ijad u mt-püyam
"I am a Desire that looks for itself in its own dust; I have created a Path in the
bosom (lit. collar or pocket) of the Station and by that I go." So sings Bedil,1)
expressing new feelings, that however remain studied and subtly analyzed rather
than lively and warmly experienced. Gälib adds to that a greater immediateness
and above all a deeper sincerity of emotion.
On the other hand perfectionmeiit is attempted in the direction of pure style.
Indian style is based substantially on the following four elements: a) hyperbolization of the formal system of imagery of the traditional poetry, bringing it to a
limit. The words assume then a marginal meaning.2) b) Intentional formal dissonance among the elements of the image (to sow the walking; the brilliant voice of
*) The idea that "the manzil (station) is in motion" is found often in Bedil
(*aiame mahmil-ba-do$ -i vaTvrn, jaulän mlkunad- -Mst tci fahmad ki manzil ham ba<rähuftäda äst ? Cfr. my article mentioned in note 2, p. 99) and, after Gälib, is one of
the leit-motifs of Iqbal's poetry-philosophy.
2) I use the adjective "marginal" in this sense: every word possesses a certain group of meanings or shades of meaning which can be imagined as scattered
on a certain surface. When poetically connected with another word in a comparison or metapher etc. the meanings or shades of meaning more near the "margins"
or boundaries of that surface are emphasized, rather than the central ones. Examples are frequently met and plenty of them can be detected in this paper.
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the rose; to sow sighs etc.)·1) c) Concretization or personification of abstract ideas
{emphasized sometimes by the use of infinitives as nouns or by pluralizing infinitives or abstract terms). We saw many examples of this in the course of our paper,
d) Use of gasir-ma*nus tarklben (unfamiliar compound expressions) of the type exemplified at page 108.
Gälib totally renounced this last instrument, and combined a more deeply
felt poetical emotion with the preceding three.
If we accept the synthetical but very appropriate definition of Persian art
given by the Iranian painter and critic Mohsen Moghaddam2) i.e. "maximum
simplicity of structure, together with a maximum complexity of decoration" we
could say that the Indian tendency, of which Gälib is a highly interesting aspect,
«could be summarized in this single sentence "attempt to renovate classical art
through complication of structure too." At a given moment in the history of
Iranian poetical style, after Jami, that marks the close of the classical age,3)
beginning more or less at the Safavid epoch^ ferments of renovation can be perceived. After an attempt to solve the problem through the creation of a complicated structure (which, brought to the Moghul court of India, found a specially
favourable acceptance there and contributed to create the 'Indian style') the
Iranian taste preferred to resort to a back-to-JRudagl tendency, trying to make
decoration as simple as the structure. The Indian style, on the contrary, in its
attempt to complicate the structure, even went so far as to invent new and unusual tarklbs; but its more interesting proceeding for the renovation of structure
is perhaps what we termed the concretization of abstract ideas. This, combined
-with what we have called "formal dissonance" can reach results remarkably similar to those of certain Western poetry. Eastern critics see as one of the basic
features of modern Western poetry its great richness in materials for the poetical
construction,4) without, however, fully understanding the real cause of such
richness. The system exemplified by images as "the resounding laughter of roses"
(qualitative dissonance) or "sowing the Walking" (dynamic dissonance) breaking
the purely formal limits of the classical scenery, opens the way to a multiplication ad inftnitum of the elements that can enter into the play. Actually what is
common among the different elements of such a new play is not, or not only,
their form, but a common action attributed to them by the poet. A more personal
x

) Cfr. this verse in a qaslda by Gälib (Dlvän Lucknow p. 136)
koh-u-sahrci hama rna^murl-e £auq-i bulbul
rdh-i W&bida huyl handa-e gul-se bedär
("Mounts and plains are all the abode of the Passion of the Nightingale; the
sleeping Path has been waked up by the laughter of the rose!).
2) See Messages d'Orient. Cahier Persan. Alexandrie, 1926, p. 130 "le caractere essentiel de Tart persan se resume en deux mots; simplicity de la forme et
richesse du docor."
3
) This often repeated statement has been cricized by such an authority as.
. G. Browne. But I think that it remains substantially correct. This of course
-does not mean (as some implicitly suggest) that all post-jamian poetry is not
worthy of serious study. On the contrary, it is in my opinion more interesting
just because it is non-classical!
4
) See A. H. HiDi. Mitqaddima-e $i€r-u-$a€irl. Labore ed. (Maktaba-e Jadid)
with notes and Introduction by V. Quraisi, 1953, p. 22Iff.
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element, the poet's inventive activity, is* introduced, a personal perception of
Beauty, whereas traditional art was substantially impersonal, or, to put it better^
left a limited freedom to the personal taste of the poet.1) This explains the
apparent strange statements of some modern Urdu critics, like the poet N.M.·
Räsid. He, in a preface to the first book of a remarkable contemporary Urdu
poet, F. A. Faiz2) when speaking of the differences between traditional and modern Urdu poetry says that hamcire qadlm $&€ir, dar-asl, Jyusn-Jce ihsus-se bahut.
had-tak be+bahre the ("our old poets, in fact, were to a large extent incapable of the
feeling of Beauty") and that for them Beauty was extremely superficial and unworthy of any attention (na-qabil-i tavajjuh). I would say, perhaps less genericälly, that there was no direct personal participation of the old Urdu poet in the«
creation of Beauty; good taste was therefore stirer and more generalized, be·^
cause it had been already traditionally tested and incapable* of individualistic*
arbitrary freedoms, but there was also much less creative responsibility and seri-.
oneness on the part of the single poets. A judgement on the creative responsible*
seriousness of the poet is on the contrary at the basis of our Western modern«
literary criticism.3)
· Through the Iranian system of renovation (back-to-Rudagi-and-Firdausi E)
the poets of modern Iran (I don't mean here, of course, the poets directly and.
exclusively influenced by Europe and refusing every connection with the alleged
gul-u-bulbull style) produced works of the same kind as those of a Parvin Ictisaini,4) simple, serious, didactic, full of the spirit of wisdom and pand-u-nasihat sotypical of a certain current of old Persian poetry, but also, formally considered,,
rather shallow. In India, through Galib, who had the important historical function of making the Indian style accessible and popular through its perfectionmerit — we arrived at some superb artistic achievements such as the best productions of an Iqbal or of some significant contemporary poet such Faiz A. Faiz.6)·
On him (as more or less on all modern urdu poets) Galib's influence has been very
great. The titles of his two collections of poems are one hundred percent gälibian:
NaqS-iFiryadl ("The Design of the Complainant") and Oast-i Sabä (the Hand of
x

) This is another instance of what I said in note 2, p. 106. If we read the philosophers of such an apparently arid epoch as the islamic XVII—XIX cc. we get an
impression of the immutable fixity of a more or less "medieval" world. But a.
study of the changes in style, and also iii the ideas expressed by poetry could
probably show us that the "personalistic revolution" which in Europe marked
the beginnings of the post-medieval Renaissance did happen, though in different
terms, also in the Eastern countries. There is no greater mistake than that of
repeating the often heard slogan of the"changelessness" and monotony of Muslim
or generally of Oriental thought.
2) F. A. FAIZ. NaqS-iFiryadi. Lahore, 1945 pp. 10—11.
3
) This, also explains why the critical judgements given in the traditional
tazkira's appears so insignificant to our eyes.
4
) P. Icti§ami (d. 1941) is by some Persians considered the greatest contemporary poet of Iran, a judgement in nay opinion rather exaggerated. See on
her a succinct study by an Indian critic (Munibur RAHMAN. Post-revolution Persian verse. Alig<arh, 1955 pp. 73-^-85).
5
) Former editor of the important English newspaper of Karachi, Pakistan
Times. Tendencially leftist, he was imprisoned.in 1949 under the charge of havingr
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the Zephyr).1) Even a cursory glance at them (taken simply as an instance of a
certain kind of contemporary Urdu poetry) shows how many gälibian stylistic
materials are contained in them, and at the same time, in which sense Gälib's
style has been also an appropriate channel and preparation for the peaceful
introduction of the best of modern Western style into contemporary Urdu poetry,
without those revolutionary shocks which generally accompany the breaking of
a tradition. In Faiz we see:
"in my silences trembles the lost voice of my sighs" (NaqS, p. 22): "to hide into
the laments pieces of cries of complaint9 * (ibid. 23); "the tired voice of the moon
is falling asleep on the thick trees" (ibid. 40); "gleams of smiles upon the red lips
Are like jasmin flowers plunged into pomegranate·juice" (ibid. 50); "may Resurrections be offered in sacrifice for the gracious gesture of thy sliding foot" (ibid.
58); "the crowd of sleeping quiets of the long nights" (ibid. 59); "why put a seal
•on my tongue, when I created speaking languages into each link of my prisoner's-chain ?" (Daet p. 15); "Night is descending, step .by step, down the contorted stars of Evening" (ibid. 106); "the beautiful hand of the gentle moon has
melted upon earth the water of the stars" (ibid. 107) or, in the very beautiful
poem "Solitude" (TarihWl, in NaqS, p. 79); "Night is all poured out, the dust of
stars has begun to disperse, the sleeping lamps in the corridors began to stagger;"
In all this the eyes of a too hasty critic, unaware of the historical developments of Perso-Urdu poetic style, would probably see no more than an influence
of modern European poetry superimposed to reminiscences of the Urdu and Persian classics (but which ones ? We saw that Perso-Urdu style is not a single indifferentiated whole). Certainly Faiz, who knows English perfectly, did not remain free from Western influences. But what is European in him did not come
revolutionarily into a stiffened classical style breaking it asunder, on the contrary
it found its way to enter just through the stylistic channel already opened by
Gälib by means of a deepening and a perfecting of the classical style itself. It is
easy to remark in Faiz's verses that the ."pa-la.of Galib" was further gone over
Tyy him. A verse like the last one we quoted above would probably never have
come out the pen of Gälib. There is, in it, a precision and a loving attention and
interest for every detail of action, which was unknown to the great poet of
the XIX century. Verbs precisely expressing shades of action (verbs in which
Urdu, differently from Persian, is very rich) are rather rare' in Gälib. Faiz'says
dhal-oukl rat "the night is all poured out." Gälib -would have said, in all probability, simply "the night has gone away"; the*modalities of the going away
of the night, the emotional description of the mode of that action would have
been irrelevant to him. He probably would have then compared the night to
taken part in a military conspiracy against the Government of Pakistan. He has
been released in 1955.1 consider him one of the best contemporary Urdu poets.
Particularly remarkable is his stylistic equilibrium, and the great skill in which
he introduces "social" or "political" subjects into his poetry without breaking
the delicate charm of traditional style.
*) The first is takeri from the first verse in Galib's Urdu Ditoän; the' second is
a typical image quite in the spirit of Indo-Persian tradition. My quotations are
from the Lahore edition mentioned before,' and, for what concerns Dast-i
JSaba from A. A. FAIZ. Dast-i Saba. Lahore, Qaumi Daru'l-ISa'at, 1954;(third reprint: the first edition has been published in 1952). .
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a folded veil etc. or, if lie wanted to insist on the "pouring out" image, he
would have said something as: "the wine of night has been poured out of the cup
of the sky". And, still in the same poem of Faiz, there is another sequence of other
precise descriptive verbs such as bikhcurne lagä t€Lron*kG, gub&r, larkharane läge. . .
hväblde oir&g, where bikharna (to be scattered) and lafkharanG, (to reel or stagger)
are good and solid popular Urdu verbs expressing accurately details of actions..
Not to speak of the expression of psychological realities, more congruous and now
totally freed from the cold nukta-ju*$ applied by the great classical masters (and
partly, as we saw, by Gälib himself) also to the analysis of their emotions. The
fact however remains that the influence of 6-aiib's style, and I. dare say perhapsprecisely of the alleged older and more bedüian Galib's style, was the most
important element in preparing Urdu poetry to the well balanced acceptance of
the modern Western mechanics of imagery.
That na-gunjidan (not to be contained) by the cosmos and by the normal
forms of classical poetry, which for a Bedil or a Gälib still had a metaphysical and
a gnostic value» has been, stylistically, the beginning of a cleavage and of a reconstruction, which they probably had not foreseen, but certainly had prepared»
]ST. B. In an appendix to this paper, which I hope to publish as soon as possible, I
shall study the position of (jräüb in the history of Persian poetical style of India,
and at the same time the philosophical and religious background of his poetical
art.
ADDENDA ET EMENDANDA
p. 99; note 2. The reader can now consult also: A. BATJSABTE. Storia delle
Letterature del Pakistan. Milano, 1958. A. BATJSANI. Contribute a una definizione
dello "stile indiano" nella poesia persiana9 in "Ann. deirist. Univ. Orientale di
Napoli" N.S. vol. VII(1958) pp. 167ff. Amongst the various commentaries of
GäliVs Divan I found the following particularly useful, as it includes the gist
of the works of earlier commentators: Äga Muhammad BÄQIR. Bayün- Gälib.
Lahore, 1946.
p. 108; line 36ff. The expression täq-i nisyän is present also in the classical
Persian poetry with the sense of "vaulted corbel or bracket in a wall on which
things are put and then forgot".
p. 115, line 34ff. A better interpretation of the verse is: "If (my) Sigh has
not been a Path to the station of Abstinence, there is nothing to do, (because)
my heart is a thoroughfare of images of Wine and Cups", i.e. I am a rind (libertine)
by birth, by nature.
p. 115; line 40ff. Nazar-meiy, Tiai can also be interpreted as: "I have always
in sight, I did not forget". I.e. "The Path to Annihilation is always present
to iny eyes,. .**
p. 116; Iine9ff. According to a better interpretation: "Even the footpath
of the Garden, as a result of the life-power of Spring, becomes the wick of the
Tulip's scar (similar to a Lamp)",!
p. 117; line 4ff. Another possible interpretation: "In order to avoid the
shame of being laughed at by my friends, I stop rending my garment in the
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frenzy of Folly. In this way, the laughter of ray friends has become a suture to
my (otherwise rent) garment !" The formal link between "laughter" and "suture"
is probably given by the (linear) "row of teeth" of the laughing friends. (Tabataba% quoted by Baqir, op. cit. p. 275).

i

p. 118; line 1 ff. The connection between the first and second misräfs is given
by the fact that the eyelashes are imagined as the instruments that engrave the
name of the Beloved on the drops of blood (ruby ring-stones). The image is
further complicated by the idea that things collected in a "depository" should
have a seal with the name of their owner.
p. 118; Iine25fif. Another element of this play of images is: "The hinna does
not remain on the feet more than a few days. Similarly Spring soon disappears,
leaving no more than regret".
p. 120; line 16ff. The two misr&s could also be connected by a "though".
"Passion complains for narrowness of space in the heart, thoughthe Heart is like
unto a Pearl, in which even the restlessness of an Ocean can be dissolved and
annihilated." It is well known that according to old Greek and Muslim beliefs
the Pearl is no more than a hardened drop of water.

